Contemporary architecture

Karanjeet Kaurfindsgems
of architectural style buried
inthe heapof Delhi's new
construction.
Earlier this year, when the Municipal Corporation of Delhi shifted shop to a tower overlooking the Ramlila Maidan, it was probably
hoping that a change in headquarters would
mean a change of image. In height, the MCD
building vies with the DDA tower for the
distiniction of being the tallest in the capital.
But for its look, it turned to the templateof corporate offices in Gurgaon and Noida. Nothing
spells professionalism and success like
alucobond and glass.

The two materials are far from popular,
however, with architectsand urban planners
in Delhi. The corporate fagdes created with
glass and alucobond areseen asjust the latest
blind misstep away from Delhi's.last moment
of architectural greatness. At best, that was
40 years ago; at worst, a few hundred. Since
the '80s,an aspirational urgency, a craving to
look like the world, and an availability of new
materials have drenched Delhi's residential
enclaves with what Gautam Bhatia famously
called 'l'unjabi Baroque". S ithe last decade,
our commercialand institutional architecture
have gone the way of Faridabad Futurism.
Appropriately, the challenge of the last 20
years has begun with the market. "Architecturally, one of the problems we're facing is so

many materialsareaccessible, so they're used
indiscriminately," said architect and urban
planner AG Krishna Menon. "All these spectacular, eye-catchingbuildings in Gurgaon they're really just like buildings with burqas.
It's usually shoddy construction, covered
with fancy material from themarket. You can
makea mess inside,and put a burqaaround it.
A student can do it." Like the keekar trees that
cover the Ridge, alucobond is an especially
resented invasive species. 'We're finding
more and more the civilisational debris from
the West coming into our market, and it provides a new kind of aesthetic, which people
said KT
equate with progress and 'IT,"
Ravindran, the Head of Urban Design at the
School of Planning and Architecture. Yet in

